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The Characters of the Finite Special Linear Groups 
The object of this paper is to give a t)aramctrizatiol~ of the irreducible 
complex characters of the finite special linear groups SL(n, q). The method 
adopted is to study the ramification group [7, p. 1061 of discrete series 
characters of parabolic subgroups, and to combine this with Green’s 
description [3] of the irreducible characters of GL(n, y). The paper is a 
sequel to [5], where the discrctc series characters of SL(n, 0) are described. 
The work falls into five parts. In Part 3, the principal concepts in the 
“discrete series” circle of ideas are introduced and in Part 3 these are applied 
to gi\c an account of Green’s work in this context; in particular it is sho\vn 
how a character of GL(n, q) is given t>y a I)“l-tition-val~led function h on the 
set of simplexes over GF(y). Part 4 is concerned with the proof of some 
lemmas on the restriction of characters from GL(n, q) to SL(w, q) and the 
notion of adjacent simplexes is introduced. ‘!Chis is extend& to the idea of 
parallel tran~lationa of simpleses in Part 5. and it is here that the main 
theorem is proved module Theorem IO, x\,hich describes the ramification 
groups and is proved in Part 6. 
Also prored in Part 6 is the atirmatiw mswr for SL(72, y) to Springer’s 
conjecture which connects the ,group algebra of the ramification group 
with a ccrtaitl endomorphisnl algcbm (SW 2.22). 
‘rhe object of this section is to indicate the landmarks in the’ circle of 
ideas which this paper utilizes. Proofs and a more complete presentation 
may be found in [7]. 
2. I Jjiscvetr LYer~irs. I,et G 1~ a reductive linear algebraic group over the 
algebraic closure k of the finite fiicld /z and suppose G is defined over k. If G 
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is the set of k-rational points of G, a parabolic subgroup P of G determines 
the parabolic subgroup P of G, and P has Levi decomposition P ~~ MU 
(see [I]). By taking the k-rational points of the groups involved, we obtain a 
“Levi decomposition” P == &‘C of P where I: is the maximal normal 
unipotcnt subgroup of P and I2 is spoken of as reductive. 
Drr;r~n~ox. The irreducible complex character x of G is in the discrete 
sevirs of G provided that the intertwining number (x, I,,‘;) mu 0 for each 
proper parabolic subgroup P -= MU of G, where I, (; is the charact’er of G 
induced from the trivial character of I.. 
lf I’ ,llr is a Levi decomposition, then 111 is again a reductive group, 
and WC may therefore speak of the discrete series of J/. Let CJI be a character 
of .1i; CP may he lifted to the character q’, of P by using the canonical map 
71: P -r .I/. Sow define the two-sided ideal I(P) of the group algebr:~ CC as 
the smallest two-sided ideal of C‘G which contains all the irreducible 
constituents of q*G as F runs over all the discrete series characters of .\I. 
The parabolic subgroup l’ of G determines uniquely a parabolic subgroup 
P of G and, if P : MU is a corresponding Lxvi decomposition, let T he 
the unique maximal k-split torus in the center OF M. T is called a split 
component of I’ and is determined to within conjugacy 1,). an element of I’. 
>loreoser, .\I is preciselv the centralizer in G of T. The inductive definition 
of discrctc XI-ies enahlcs one to prove [7]: 
2. I I. Lnrnr.4. Lef P, .lIjC:, (i I, 2) be two parabolic subgroups of C, 
zcith corwsponding split components T, Let ql be a discvrtr series character of 
AZ, and qy an>) character of :Uz . Then (cp,‘, CJQ*)~,~~, 2 -L= 0 implies fhat there 
exists .x cy C such that ~T,.Y L : T, . 
I’wo~. This is Lemma 4.4 of [7], but, the proof Springer gives is 
incomplete since it is assumed that F’, n :IZ, is a parabolic subgroup of :lfI 
However, this proof is resurrected because one can show that tlzerr e.yists 
a Levi decomposition P, dP,I’, for which the assumption holds. 
Lh~IKITIOX. Let P, (i = I, 2) be as above. Then P, and P., are said to 
- lx asjociat& if there exists R E G such that ,yT,g 1 : T, . 
I-sing the 3Iackey decomposition for induced characters one can USC 
Lemma 2. I 1 to de&nstratc the following fundamental &composition of 
the grollp algebra: 
‘IIHEORERI I. (a) Let PI and Pz be parabolic subgroups qf G. Then [(PI) 
and I(P,) either coincide 01 annihilate each other, accordirzg as P, arzd PA are, 
w aw not, associateff. 
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(b) C:G : :k; l(P) where P runs IX~Y n set of class representatiws jbr 
assoriated parabolic subgroups. 
2.2. Induced Chnractws. Theorem I indicates that, to find the irreducible 
characters of G, one must first describe the discrete series characters of the 
Ix\-i radicals .l/ and, second, decompose the characters 9”“. In this section 
we discuss the second part of this project; the principal tool is the ~\iacbe~- 
decomposition for induced characters, and in order to apply this ne I vquirv 
some information on double coset rcpresentativcs. 
l>BFINI1~10~. Let I’, *ll, 1 .i (i I , 2) bc parabolic subgroi~ps \vith 
split components T, and T, Then W’(T, , T,) d enotes the set of bijections 
s: T, --• T, such that, for t c T, , s(t) ,fJ~, 1 for some s. ~1 G. 
This is because, if P, and P, are assumed to contain the same f3orel 
subgroup B of G and W is the Weyl group of G with rrspcct tlj ‘I split 
component of B, the elements of W(T, , T2) correspond to c.lcments of 
lX2’t1V/Wl where lVj W(T, , Ti) is the Key1 group of M, , and it is 
well known ([l]) that there is a bi.jection between W2’, H,:: WJ ;und 1'2'3 c:/Pl . 
$ ..uppose now that P :111. is a parabolic wbgroul> of C; v ith corre- 
sponding split component T, and further that cp is an irrcduciblc discrete 
series character of A!J. If s E W(T, T) then xs normalizes X, and thus we can 
speak of the conjugate ‘q of 9, where “q~(r/z) ~(g8m1mnLqy). This does not 
depend on the representative g, 
DEFIKITIOS. The ramijkation group H’(F) of e, is the subgroup-, of 
W(T, T) consisting of elements stabilizing y. 
The Alackey decomposition may noLv be combined ~1 ith 2. I I to gi1.c 
THEown 2 (Springer [7, p. l05)]. (i) I/z rh e notation abwr, /et .v t G 
and write “‘P xI?v ‘. Then, ;f Q!I is another discrete series character qf‘ .!.I, sue 
haze (q~“, .“$x)pnlp = 0 unless PsP contains an element of W(T, T). 
(ii) (q3*(‘, racy) ( W(q)!. 
The second part follows from the first, together with 2.21. 
The conjecture of Springer mentioned in the introduction is related to 
this theorem. Suppose R is a representation of JI corresponding to cp abo\-e. 
We call Hom(,( R”‘, R*(;) the cndomorphism or centralizer algebra of cp’ (;, 
and abuse notation by I\-riting it as Hom,,(rp”‘;, q’(‘), 
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2.22 (Springer’s conjecture). IIom,(q*“, cp”“) s C%‘(F). 
This has been established for GL(rz, q) by Green [3], and for the case 
when P is a Bore1 subgroup B of G by Steinberg and Yokonuma [8]. Despite 
the tantalizing simplicity of the result for these cases, the proofs are by no 
means easy and in fact no isomorphism is known-it is merely known that 
the two algebras have the same invariants. The present work shall show that 
the conjecture is true for SL(n, q), but still provides no isomorphism. 
‘The importance of 2.22 is that it would permit a direct analysis of the 
character cp*‘; by the following old proposition [2]: 
2.23. ~'ROPOSITION. 7'1 leve is a bijection { -* [ between irreducible com- 
ponents < of P,*~ and irreducible characters [ of the cenfralizer &.g, suclr that 
(5, ff(;) = &vee([). 
The final result of this section relates to inducing characters in stages to 
larger parabolic subgroups. Let PI and P, be parabolic subgroups of G with 
P -F).’ Then 
-Ii, M, , 
we can find Levi decompositions P; == :Q’iC;i such that 
C‘, : . I’, , and PI’ m= A[,( C:, n 4%1) is a parabolic subgroup 
of AI, Let 9) be an irreducible discrete series character of AII, ; then we have 
2.24. PROPOSITION (Springer [7]). Suppose that all elements of I,JT(cp) 
ran be represented in P, _ Then the irreducible components of Pan:! remain 
irreducible when induced from P, to G. 
This is a consequence of Theorem 2, from which one deduces that 
(@P1, (pPL) _ (?*G, q;). 
3. THE CHARACTERS OF GI,(~,~) 
3.1. NOTATIOS 4~1) PRELIMINARIES. For the remainder of this paper 
y will be a fixed odd prime power and, for any integer II ;> 0, GL(n, q) will 
denote the group of non-singular matrices of size IZ over the field C;F(q) of q 
elements. In addition we shall use the notation G,, to denote GL(d, q), and 
F, to denote the multiplicative group GF(q”)*. One observes that E’,, is 
embedded in G, uniquely to within conjugacy in G, . 
The Jordan canonical form shows (see, e.g., [3]) that a conjugacy class in 
Gd is given uniquely by assigning to each polynomial f irreducible over 
GE’(q), a partition X(f) in such a way that, if ; v ! denotes the sum of the 
parts of v, Z I A( f )I deg( f ) = = d where the sum is over the set 9 of irreducible 
polynomials .f over GF(q) excluding the one whose only zero is 0. 
If .4 is the set of all partitions and A: .F + .4 is a function satisfying the 
above condition, the resulting class of C,, is denoted (..- f”“’ .‘.). 
3.2. ‘De /Ascrete Series c?f‘ GL(n, 4). A description of the irreducible 
discrete series characters of GL(n, y) is given in [S] and MY restate this 
description hricflv here in the language expedient for the purposes of this 
paper. 
I)x-mwIOS. (i) Two characters $ and ‘p in E‘,, arc’ c.ory’ugate if o”(i) 7,’ 
for some integer /F. This definition is symmetric. 
(ii) A d-simples s is a conjugxy class of size f/ in I;:, If 4 is in thv 
d-simplex s, we write s y 
(iii) The def~ee of a rl-simplex s is c!(sj tl. 
1t is clear from the definition that tr’-simplexes correspond one-to-one 
with irreducible polynomials of degree tl over GE;(y), and the following 
theorem is apparent in [S]: 
3.3. Parabolic Subgwups. In view of ‘rheorem I, for the purposes of the 
character theory of G, it is sufficient to consider standard parabolic subgroups, 
i.e., ones containing a given Bore1 subgroup. For G GL(n, y) RY take as 
standard Bore1 subgroup the group of upper triangular- matrices in G. The 
standard parabolic subgroups P of G then corresyond to (ordered) partitions 
of n, ix., integer vectors (d, ,..., ti,,) where 22, n. Thus they consist of 
“stepladder” matrices of the form: 
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(3.31) 
where the .Ji (referred to as the diagonal blocks of matrices in P) are in C;,! . 
‘rhe unipotent radical C’ of I’ is the subgroup consisting of matrices in which 
each diagonal block is the identit\- matrix, and a Levi radical III is given b\ 
the obvious complement consisting of matrices where all entries ahn\-e the 
diagonal blocks (the shaded part of 3.3 1) are zero. Clearly 111 ~2 T-I, GL(d, , y), 
the product being direct. The split component T of P which is defined hv 
111 is the group of diagonal matrices in G which centralize A--i.e., the 
diagonal c.ntries corresponding to the same block of .lI arc equal. 
Let iI7 lx the \ITeyl group of G with respect to the maximal torus S of all 
diagonal matrices. It’ permutes the diagonal entries of S, and the hiiections 
T F T represented hv elements of TM’ are permutations of the diagonal blocks 
of T which preserve the size of the l>locks. Hcncc 
3.4. Prinlury ~%arncters. Let .‘I2 he as in the ahove description, i.e., 
ill G,, G,,, ; ,.: G,, . Any irreducible character of :\I is of the form 
x ,y,,y?‘. xi, Ghere x, is an ~rreducihle character of G,, . From the definition 
in 2.1 it is easily verified that 
~hFINlTIOS. The irreducible constituents of 1” (; are called ,~~imnq~ 
chornctPr..s of type /‘I/‘ 
From 3.32 WC see that here UT(T, T) T,, (the symmetric group on /i 
symbols) and, if w E 1’ i 
0 
.J 1 or (J) = “;ri;JT; x:r 1~~) ‘.. x,), I(,,.) ; since all the x, are equal, 
ant r I , “,, . 
‘IhXlImd 4 (Grwn). The renfvuli;rer crlgehn I$ / 8 (’ is izwtwrplric to 
CD-(j) r;‘ I’ CL, 
One obscrrcs that Thcorern 4 is the assertion 2.22 for the prcscnt situation. 
1 .sing 2.23 and the character theor!- of A’,, , one obtains: 
Green [3] has given a much more explicit description of the chal-actcrs 
l’“‘(X), and WC shall have recourse to a small part of this work later. 
3.5. iVie Ciiurartrvs of GL(rr, y). Let 1 .I1 I hc a standard paraholic 
subgroup of G ( GL(n, y)), where .I/ G,(, (Jlli? ;X .‘. C;,!, and 
(J, ’ (l, I ( i I, 2,..., k -.~- 1). Such 1’ form a set of represcntativcs for 
the classes of associated parabolic subgroups [S]. Let J bc a discrete series 
character of -12. where J x1x2 .‘. Xa I and without loss of generalit! rt~~ume 
that blocks corresponding to equal x, arc ad.jacent (otherwise opcmtc 1,~ an 
element of H’(T, T)). If 11 k, i /+ - ... i h, , and ii,, 0 let 
Ii I,',, ! k, ". -) k,. 'l'hl \V“ h%'e f(Jl- ; t, z,..,, I. xi!-, , 
XI, ,i" "' ,y, , and there are no other equalities among the. X, . 
--Iccording to the d&criptions in 3.32 and 3.4, J{‘(J) F,,, ’ 2’, ..’ \‘, 
Let 0 be the standard parabolic subgroup of G obtained Front I’ by fillirig 
in the steps between blocks corresponding to equal x, . Then 0 has ;I Levi 
decomposition ,O SC‘ where .Y is obtained from ,\I in the sonic way as Q 
from P and I. l . . \Ve have that .I’ :y RI:, G,. I ’ where c, k, (1, I, ‘- 
PI@. l:rom the descriptions 3.32 and 3.4, the elements of Jr.(J) can hc 
represented in P’. The result now follows from 2.24. 
SO\V .\I is the Levi radical of a certain parabolic subgroup K of .\-, and, 
if I\’ .1111’ is it Levi decomposition of K, let /’ denote the lift of -1 from 
-11 to N. 
3.52. hMhIA. bbt hU2’c: ((]f)N).’ cl”)“. 
I’voqf. Clcarl!- 1. = WPy J’W’, and f. n IIT { 1). I;or an!- finite 
group II let e,, 1 /(i N i) EliEN 11 (regarded as an element of Clr) and let eJ 
he a primitive idempotent in @iIf, corresponding to J. Then the character 
on the right above has module @P’e~‘~p~~ , while that on the left has module 
CP’eJer,eM. But evei,. e,. , whcncc the required equalit\- followx. 
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\\:riting G(i) - G,. (see above), \ve have 
av __ f1 G(j), and (J”)” _ fi (pp’) 
Jo 1 i :1 
where * means lift in the appropriate group and ,I, is the product of xI , 
all equal to J’bJ) , say. Rut the irreducible components of (J,i”)““’ are primary 
characters of type <~\L,,? of G(i). Hence the irreducible constituents of (Jp)‘” 
are of the form nl=, J’*J’(X,), A, being a partition of k, . Putting together 
3.51 and 3.52 we obtain 
3.5.3. PROPOSITION. /,et P -- ;1,IC’ be a standard parabolic subgroup, 
zcherr !lI = JJL, Grt . Let Ii = J(dlg)(hi) be a primary character of G,. and 
suppose fhe Ji ure of disfinct type. Then (ni=, Ji)+G is irreducible. ’ 
Ilsing Theorem 1, together with the preceding argument, one sees that 
all irreducible characters of GL(n, q) are of this form. By the correspondence 
between &simplexes and irreducible polynomials of degree d (or by a more 
intrinsic argument using Theorem 2) one obtains the following description 
of the characters of GL(n, q): 
T’IrEoREnI 5 (Green). Let 9 be the set of d-simplexes (d -= 1, X,...). 
-4 partition-valued function A: 9 -+ 9 such that &,,)E9 d((#)) i A(($>)! = n 
determines a unique irreducible character of GL(n, q) denoted ( ‘.. i&9(*) ...) 
and all irreducible characters arise in this way. 
PTOC$. U’e take the character (... ($I>,*($) ...) to be (nC$)tC9 J(“)(X,+>))*” 
where the groups IV and P on which the characters are taken are defined 
obviously. 
I)EFITCITION. Let xi be a character of Gdi (C d, n). We write 
x1x2 
. . x;TG 2 xl 0 x2 -- ... 0 x~. The o-product is then associative and 
commutative (cf. 3.52) and the character (... ::IC‘ ncb’ .‘.) can then bc written 
(&.$ J’q”@). 
4. RESTRICTION OF CHARACTERS 
The characters of SL(n, q) will be approached by making use of the 
observation that each irreducible character of SL(n, q) is contained in the 
restriction of an irreducible character of GL(n, q). The principal tools for 
analyzing restrictions of characters are the Clifford theory (4.1 I below and) 
the fact that the Weyl group, unipotent subgroup, and parabolic subgroup 
structures of GL(n, q) and SL(n, q) coincide. 
In what follows, if I’ri is a subgroup of G,, , S(H) will he used to denote 
Ji’ n SI,(n, q). 
4. I. Generalities. The application of the C‘lifford theory here gives 
This proposition is prowd in [5]. 
4. 12. ~‘OKO1JAKY. In 4. I I il’f ( ’ c, and .suppo.W x ‘K >,plits into 
N compowats (a / c). Then there aYe preci.seJy b r/n clistiscf iurducilde 
characters qf H whose vestviction to K equals x K 
Pso~f. Ii! the llackey formula 
Further, 4. I I show that 9” is multiplicity-free, and so is the sum of the b 
irreducible characters we seek (note that the restrictions of two characters of 
i/ either coincide or are disjoint). IIence ($‘, qH) b C/U. 
Taking 11 in 4. I I to bc C,, , it is apparent that t\vo irreducible characters 
of G,, tither have the same restriction to S(G,,), or have restrictions Mhich 
are disjoint. Thus to parametrize the characters of SI,(n, q) WC shall give ;I 
simple geometric criterion for t\vo characters of G,, to have the same restriction 
to ,S(G,). Henceforth G shall dctiotc GI,(u, y). 
(4.13) J+(, ‘.5(G) (J ,.(,,,,) bs(cr’, 
1% her-c the t on the right-hand side denotes the lift to &Y(P). Thus 1%~ shall 
be concerned with the decomposition of .] la(,,,r I,et (' be the gyo~ip (cyclic 
of order y 1) consisting of diagonal matrices in G bvith all entries cuccl>t 
the first qual to 1. Then i1f S(,ll) C‘ and we have the situation of 4. I 1. 
4.14. I,mhr~L .Suppose .IJ n:d Gi, NNN’ that J, is an irwducibk 
cllnuarter of (I,{, zchose restriction to .Y(G,( ) splits into c, components. 7%m, if 
J n;i I, , we /law that J so,,) ‘splits into e romponezts, wJlew 
1’ - grd(e, , e2 ,..., pi,). 
Psoof. B! induction on k, it is suflicient to pro\c the lemma for k 2, 
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since &(gcd(e, , e, ,..., e, ~1), ek) =: gcd(e, , e, ,..., e,). Thus assume 15 -- 2 
and write SS(JZ) =m= S(G,,) ; S(G,,?). Let D be the subgroup of M con- 
sisting of diagonal matrices 
and let s be a generator of II. 
For i = I, 2 let J, ‘see;,.) = 1,’ -t JF -t ... -t JF,. Then 
z 
1112 ISSbl) --= ;, J17J2” 
,L 
and notation can bc so arranged that x(JIjJrA) = Ji”Ji -’ for all j and k, where 
the superscripts are taken module eI and e2 , respectively. Thus each D-orbit 
of the characters J1jJpL containsf = km(e, , e2) of these characters. Further 
since S(M) = S’S’(M) I), we are again in the situation of 4. I1 and deduce 
that any irreducible constituent of / ls(nr) restricts to precisely one D-orbit of 
characters of SS(,Z’/). Hence the number of such constituents equals the 
number of orbits, -r’,p2,‘!<?t2(el , P?) which is gcd(e, , P.,) as required. 
4.15. hiUMA. Ll’ith nota/ion OS in 4.14, let T be the split component 
corl*esponding to 111, and let ZL’ E W(T, T). Then, {f J ~s(,,,) “‘J ‘s(,ll) and p 
is mz irreducible component osf J Is,,,,) , zce huw “‘p = p. 
PuooJ. \\‘rite SS(Af) Ilj’l, S(G,!<). Then w stabilizes both S(N) and 
SS(M), and the irreducible components of J ;SC,L,) are permuted by zc; these 
components are distinguished by the S(31)-orbit of characters of !jS(l\I) to 
which they restrict, b>- the argument of 4.14. It is therefore sufkicnt to show 
that the S(J+xbits of components of J /sS(IL,, are preserved hy ZO. Yaw zc 
represents a certain permutation n of the J! , and a necessary (but not 
sufficient) condition that J :,5(,,,) “I /.w is that J,(r) ~s~(.<~ J - Jz lsw, ) 
\Vc show that all permutations (ix., elements of lF(T, T)) which satisfy &is 
condition stabilize the S(JTI)-orbits in J ‘ssC,,l) In fact, let n (ij) be a 
simple interchange such that J! iSCG, 1 : J, &.CC,d,j The ccxnponent 
,y = II1 ‘.. J2’ .” 1,’ ... ],,I of / l,ssC,rr) is s&t to “2 =- jlk ... 1,’ ... J,l ... /,,I 
hi\’ n. But taking .x to be a diagonal matrix in S(a1) analogous to the one 
depicted in the proof of 4.14, conjugation by J x’ sends x to !‘x, where, if 
J,’ J,” (some p)? “x J,’ .‘. I,‘-’ ‘.. If’-’ ‘.’ I,,‘. \V]len / p -~ 1 \ve 
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see 1’~ :: “‘x and thus the orbit of x is preserved by all simple interchanges, 
which generate the group of permutations 7~ satisfying the condition above. 
4.16. LEm1.4 (Converse of 4. lj). Il’ith the notation of 4.15, let p be aw 
irreducible componenf qf J is(,,,) [f “‘p P, then “‘J ‘.r~.~r~ J 1.0~~~~ 
Proof. Since (“‘co),” ‘i’ (cp,“‘), Frobenius reciprocity implies that ” / is 
a component of (“‘92) . “I But “‘9 p and consequently (“1 ,s(,rl) contains the 
constituent CJJ. Hence “‘J ~,s.(J,) J ls(v,) 
The results 4. I6 and 4. I5 are summarized in 
4.17. cOKOCI~AR\-. Suppose w E W(T, T). The foll~~~ing are eyumalent: 
(i) w stabilizes one component of ] I,~(,,) . 
(ii) w stabilizes / ls(,21) 
(iii) w stabilizes each cornporlent of J N,~(,,~) 
4.2. Restriction of Lhcrete Series. The ke!- result is 
4.2 I. PROPOSITION. Let P ~~ ,Z1U be a standard parabolic subgroup of 
G and let q~ be an irreducible character of S(AS). Then q~ is in the discrete series 
of S(M) if and only (f y is a cornponezt qf J .F(,,,) for some discrete series character 
J of M. 
The proof of this proposition depends on the fact that the unipotcnt 
structure of ;91 and S(M) is the same, and is easy. The case AT G is found 
in [5]. 
DEFIh-ITION. (a) The d-simplexes \& and <c$? are adjacent if there 
exists y E@({ such that yq--l mu I and <q> = <y$:, -m y\v>. 
(b) The coalescence number .f\:+,, of a d-simplex <#J‘~ is the number of 
d-simplexes adjacent to (I/J‘). 
(c) The splitting number ei$,, of \I,‘, is defined by e 14 (q -- I )(ff’$ ,. 
It will be observed that the definition of adjacenc\F does not depend on the 
representatives in a simplex, since (~4)~’ y.,p~, because y” y. Also, 
adjacency is clearly an equivalence relation. 
THEOREM 6. Let (#i and (pi be d-simplexes, with J(d) ami J:p’ the cor- 
responding discrete series characters of G,, . 
(a) The restrictions of J(4) and J’q) to S(G,) ure equal if and only ff (4,; 
and (p> are adjacent. 
(b) J(c) (S(C;d) splits into e<$, components. 
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This theorem is proved in [5], where e(4) is also characterized as d/c, 
where c is the “reduced period” of 4, i.e., the period under o of its restriction 
to the elements of norm one in Fd . 
DEFINITION. J(d) and]<a) are said to be adjacent discrete series characters, 
of G, if ($) and (q~) are adjacent d-simplexes. 
5. THE CHARACTERS OF SL(n,q) 
5.1. Parallel Translations. Let fl be a class of adjacent d-simplexes. 
DEFINITION. A translation of ~27 is a map Q-: OZ + @ such that there exists 
y E Fd with yq-r = 1 for which r($) = <y$) for all ($I) E O!, 
We shall define certain maps: 3 - 9 which act as translations inside 
adjacency classes, but are in some sense compatible or parallel. 
DEFINITION. Let E EF~ . The norm of E is N,(f) = [r+Q+“‘+gd-l. The 
map Nd : Fd --z FI is a surjective homomorphism. 
5.11. LEMMA. If pi spl, dejine ol(d)~p, by a(d): 5 + a(N&[)). Then 
the map (Y H a(d) is an isomorphism from PI to the group of elements of P, 
which have order dividing q - 1. 
Proof. ry it a(d) is clearly a homomorphism, and is a monomorphism 
since 1L:, is a surjection. Suppose y E pd and y”-r = 1. Then, for some 
6 &) y = gl+n+*..+d-l* Hence y(t) = 6(N,(t)), and, if we take cx ‘to be the 
restriction of 6 to FI , we have y = a(d). 
We assume henceforth that all the groups Fd are contained in some large 
group (e.g., the multiplicative group of the algebraic closure of GF(q)) and 
thus that they contain a common copy of FI . 
DEFINITION. Let ct E fiI . The parallel translation of B defined bly OL is the 
map 7, : 9 -+ B such that if ($) is a d-simplex, ~~(4) = (a(d)+). 
It is clear that a parallel translation preserves adjacency classes., and that 
the restriction of a parallel translation to an adjacency class a is a translation. 
5.12. PROPOSITION. For i = 1, 2 ,..., k, suppose (I&) and (q$ are di- 
simplexes. Let M = Gdl x Gd, x ... x GdI; and let J* be the discrete series 
charactp J” = J<*I> . J(h) ... j<*k) of M. Define Jm similarly. Then J* IStM) = 
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Pvoof. Let ti GI;;I< (i 1, 2,..., A). By ‘I’hcorcm 3, the restrictions are 
equal if and only if, whenever iV(f,) iV(fJ ... N(t,() .~= 1 (where N is the 
norm A’; for appropriate d), we have: 
Now, if \‘,pi : T,<&) for all i, we have, writing R and I, for the right- and 
left-hand sides of 5.12 I, respectively, 
Hence, if :I:(f,) IV(5.J ..’ A’(&) = I, we have R : L, i.e., equation 5.121 is 
satisfied, and J” and J” have the same restriction to S(M). It remains to show 
that these JCi are the only characters with the same restriction as J” and we do 
this with a counting argument. 
Let e, e,<t/,,j an d fi -f‘ $, Then, if p is a fixed generator of PI , fi 
is the smallest integer Y such that 7,j7 ‘4, I#; ,. The number of Jm such 
that s,q~; T,, <pi’> is thcrcfore f, where 
which equals (c/ -- I)/gcd(e, , er ,..., e/.). 
However, by 4.14 and Theorem 6, J” splits into e ~-- grd(e, , e2 ,..., rk) 
components on restriction to S(M). Hence ef (y -- 1) and, by 4.12, there 
can be no other irreducible characters of !lZ which have the same restriction 
to S(M) as J”. 
5.2. Primary Characters. Let ~$,, be a d-simplex and suppose P =- 11fli 
is a standard parabolic subgroup of C, where M is the direct product of k 
copies of G, . Let T be the corresponding split component of P. Note that 
W(T, T) -- Z,: . Let X be a partition of k. 
5.21. PROPOSITION. The primary character J’“‘(A) splits into e(9) 
compolzents on restriction to S(G). 
Pr-proof. Let J be the discrete series character JC*) . J”b’ ... JQ) of M. 
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Then, by 4.14, J js(,Ll) splits into e’+> components vi . By Theorem 2 and 
the Mackey decomposition, 
(cpyy tp’) .:= c (5p’i , lpj).s.(M) . 
vsW(T,T) 
But, by 4.17, each element of W(T, T) stabilizes y’i and consequently 
(p~S(Gl, ,p,*S(Gl) z 0 if i # j, and (cp:s(C), rpz --)) = j W(T, T)! == 1 W(J); 
which = (/*“, I*“). Now ]*G istc) :- x:i F~S(G), and the pFS(“) arc permuted 
under conjugation by elements of G, in cyclic fashion. Since the &s(G) arc 
mutually disjoint, each component J(“)(X) of ]*G splits into at least e($~;) 
components. Comparing scalar products, we see that J”b’(X) splits into 
precisely e<$\. components. 
5.22. COROLLARY. If J(")(X)l,,,, = J(~)(X')~scLj , fhen ,I ~- A'. 
Prooj. This also follows from the proof above, by comparing scalar 
products. One finds that no two components of J”” can have the same 
restriction to S(G). 
5.23. COROLLARY. Let ($1: be a d-sim)lex. Then the irreducible characters 
of G which haze the same restriction to S(G) as J(*)(X) are precisely the characters 
J(g)(h) where <q’? is adjacent to ,,‘$‘x. 
Proof. Let ill be as in 5.21 and for any d-simplex (9: let p be the discrete 
series character J(a) . J(m) ... J:ej of Ad. By 5.12, if (v> is adjacent to <y’,>, 
then J” Is(,LI) ~. J* ls(.V,j and hence, for some partition A’, .we have 
J(o)(X’)I,(,) .m. J(b>(h)(s(c) because 19 xG iscC;) = jti*G ‘S(G) . Moreover, 5.22 
shows that this is true for a unique partition A’. We now identify ]((“)(A) with 
Green’s I,l’CIX] [3, p. 4371 and verify directly that A = A’. Alternatively one 
could proceed formally, by changing notation if necessary. Thus the f($> 
distinct characters JcCc’(A) have the same restriction to S’(G) as J(“)(X). 
The conclusion of 5.23 follows now from 5.21 and the fact that 
e t/r \ f’. L’I‘ q - I 
5.3. The C’haracters ofSL(n, q). For i I, 2 ,..., r, let <[Z/J:‘ he a d,-simplex 
and suppose that the ‘Jlj\ are distinct. Let A; be partitions such that Xi hi 
and zr=, cIifzi II. 
5.3 I. ~KOPOSITION. .%ppose XEP) and, for i = I, 2 ,..., r, let 
c ;;‘. X’T TV. Then 
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Proof. Let A and B be the characters of G appearing on the left and 
right above, and let P = MU, Q == NV be the parabolic subgroups involved 
in the definitions (see 3.5) of ,4 and B, so that 
and 
M = Gd, x ..’ x Gd, x ... x Gd, x ..’ x Gd,, 
where, in M, each factor Gd. occurs k, times. 
Let J+ be the discrete seriks character J” = J(61) ... ]($I) ... J(+r> ... j(br> 
of M, and define J” similarly. By 5.12, J” Iscfi,) = J” IS(,,,) . Hence, by4.13 
(applied to the groups N and N n P, in place of G and M), the characters 
I J*N and J&N agree on S(N). Therefore A, = ](“1)(Ai) ... J’@(h,.), which 
is an irreducible component of J”*N, must agree on S(N) with some 
irreducible constituent of JmXN; this means that 
(5.311) A, L-w =: 8 ISLE) t 
where B, = J’@l)(&‘) ... J(~T)(&‘), for some partitions Ai’ with 1 hi 1 =: ki , 
i = I,..., r (see 3.4). But this implies that A, and B,, agree on SS(N) -= 
WGI,I) x ... x S(Gdlkr); hence, for all i, we have 
Then 5.23 shows that Ai = Ai’ for all i. Since (Theorem 5) we now have 
A = A$’ and B = BtG, the proposition follows from 4.13 and 5.311. 
5.32. LEMMA. Let C and D be components of J** Istp) and write 
C’ = C’s(Q), D’ = Ds(Q). Then (“C’, D’)bco,nsca, = 0 unless S(Q) xS(Q) 
contains an element of W(T, T), where T is a split component of Q. 
Proof. Theorem 10 (see next section) shows that W(C) := W(D) = 2 . Q, 
where the elements of D can be represented in S(Q) and those of 2, in 
W(T, T). Now 
(CS’G’, DS’G’) = (C’S(G), D’S(G)) 
= c (“C’Y D’)“s(g)ns(Q) T 
where the sum is over the (S(Q), S(Q)) double cosets in S(G). Suppose S is 
the split component of P corresponding to M. Then (CYG), Dscc)) = 0 or 
/ W(C)/, depending on whether %? and 9 (the restrictions of C and D to 
S(M)) are conjugate under W(S, S), by Theorem 2. If V and 9 are not 
conjugate, then (K”, D’) = 0 for all X, and the lemma is trivially true. If %’ 
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and 2 arc conjugate, then 4.17 shows that C =- D. In this case, for x E Z 
we have (“C’, ~‘)ES~u~nS~o~ ~=(%S(N), %S(N)) = ( Q , since the elements of 
.Q are represented in S(LV). Thus, taking the sum above over the elements of % 
(which give distinct d ou bl e cosets by 2.21), gives a total / 2 j 1 .Q ( - / W(C)/. 
Hence (“C’, II’) = 0 f or all other double cosets. 
5.33. ('OROLLARU. Let 
Proof. As in the proof of 5.31, WC write .+I0 for the character 
J’“l)(X,) ..’ JQ+)(X,.) of S, and define A,, similarly. Now 
(z4, A’),*,,, = (A4,Ts’G’, A4;*S’G’) 
where the sum is over the (S(Q), S(Q)) double cosets S(Q) x,5‘(Q) in S(G). 
But, by 5.32, (di-f,,*, .4’~),S~~J~nS~~~ -~ 0 unless ?c can be taken in W’(T, T). 
Hence we must have A,, (S(h,) =- “‘4; ks) for some zc E W(T, T). IMoreover, 
from 5.23 and 5.12 we deduce that “‘=l,,’ -- J(ol)(AJ .‘. j(q’~)(h~), with 
iTi’> -= 7,(qi> for each i and some o( ~1”~ , since the latter are precisely the 
characters of ,V having the same restriction to S(N) as --!,, . As the cm-product 
is commutative and w represents merely a permutation of the factors ,/(*J(X,), 
we have 4 == /‘“f’(X,) o ... o J’“,.‘(/\r). 
The nest two results are proved with a view to showing that the characters 
in 5.31 are the only ones with the same restriction to S(G) as A. 
5.34. LEMMA. Let Pi -= Jl,l;, be non-associated parabolic sufyroups of‘ 
G and let J+ be a discrete series character of 111~ (i 1, 2). Then Jf(; and J;” 
haze disjoint restrictions to S(G). 
Proof. We have J;” /s(c;) (Ji s(,,,C)) rS(C;). Suppose 
Ji /S(M,) _ xi1 -1 xi2 -+ .‘. t xjt,, . 
Then the xii are discrete series characters of S(Mj) and since PI and P, are 
non-associated, Theorem 1 implies (x~~S’“), xzj”‘(;)) mu 0 for each pair ;, j. 
Hence (1:” IScc) , 1;“” IScc)) -xi,, (x;~(~‘, ,yljS’“)) 0 as required. 
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5.35. COROLLARY. J&‘ith notation ~1s’ ill 5.3 1, /et s he an ir-veducih/e 
character of G which has the same restrictio?l to S(G) as 
J”yx,) 2 J’“qx,) . . yqq. 
Then x is a constituent vf J*“, where J is a d&vete series character ?f J/. 
5.36. LEMMA. Let P, ill, l’, and S be as in the proof qf 5.31. Then ;f Jl 
axd J2 are discrete series rharacters of :1f such that JTG and /CC; do not hazle 
disjoint restrictions to S(G), there exists w f- W(S, S) .urch that 
Jl ‘.S(.\lf “‘.I, .\l.\I) . 
ProoJ Let Ji ,s(,,r, xi1 mlm x,., ... ;~ x7i, as ahove. Then 
where the sum is over a set of elements in W(S, S) (by Theorem 2). Hence, 
if JT” lscG.) and J$” is(G) are not disjoint, we must have x1, )(‘xzj for some 
w E W(S, S) and some pair ;,i. By 4.17. this shows J1 ls(nl) “‘J2 h(.W 
DEFIKI-LION. Let h and EL be functions: Y -+ 9. IVc say h is parallel to /L 
if there is a parallel translation 7, : Y + 1 such that ~(($1) -: A(T~($\) 
for all (4;) E 9. 
THEOREM 7. Let X and p: B -+ -9 be irreducible characters of GL(n, y). 
Then their restrictions to SL(n, q) are equal if and only if they are parallel. 
Proof. In 5.31 it was shown that, if h is parallel to CL, then A /s(C~~ =: ,r~ ls(rG) .
Let X be the character J(“r)(h,) 0 ‘. 13 J’“r’(&) of 5.31. Then, with the same 
notation for subgroups of G as in the proof of 5.31, 5.33 shows that the only 
characters with the same restriction as A are components of J*” where J is a 
discrete series character of M. But 5.34 shows that the only / such that 
Jfc contains such a component ,n, satisfy, for some zu E W(S, S) 
J” is(,,,) := “‘J IScM) (with the notation of 5.31). Hence, by 5.12, ‘“/ = p 
for some a tFI . Thus J*” = (J”)*“, and p is a character of the form 
plyAl’) 0 J’d(&‘) 0 .” c Jc~+>(h,‘) where (pi> =: T~(#~:,. But Corollary 5.33 
showed that, for this case, X iScG) ~; p IStG) implies that Xi = Xi’ and thus 
that ,u is a parallel translation of A. 
THEOREM 8. The characters of SL(n, q) are parametrized by pairs (Au , i) 
ushere A, is the class of functions I*: !9 --f 9 which are parallel to A and 
I < i <: (q - I )/p(h), p(X) being the number of functions parallel to A. 
Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem 7 and 4.12. 
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6. THE ~NDOMORPHISM ALGEBRA 
Let S(P) ~- S(M) 7,; b e a standard parabolic subgroup of SL(n, q), 
and let CJY be a discrete series character of S(;11). We define the ramification 
group W(cp) of ‘p and the endomorphism algebra of q~*‘; as in 2.2. The aim 
of this section is to prove 
TIIEOREM 9. Hom,(,,)(rp *s(G) ,Y *s((;‘) z CW(q3), in tlze notation ?f 
Theorem 2. 
The proof will be accomplished by showing that there is a correspondence 
between irreducible representations of W(p) and irreducible constituents of 
p*S’rJ of the type described in 2.23. This will show that the two algebras 
have the same set of invariants (i.e., the dimensions of their simple 
components are the same). 
6.1. Sfructuve of W(F). 1Ve again employ the notation of 5.31: let ,‘c[J~> be 
distinct ci,-simplexes (; = I, 2,..., v) and let ,\I : = GCII x Gdl ,X ... A Gdr 
where G, occurs lzi times. Let J” be the discrete series character 
I (4~~) /<$,; /C&j of M. In the ensuing discussion q is a fixed component 
of /” JScM) . Since this is the most general situation, it suffices to prove 
Theorem 9 for such v. 
Let p be a fixed generator of fir The group of parallel translations of Y 
is cyclic of order q - 1, and is generated by 7B . For anv simplex <I$), define 
A(<$)) =- hi if (#J) _- <$J and k((+)) =: 0 otherwise.-Then let Z(I)) be the 
smallest positive integer 1 such that k(~~~(#)) -= ~((Q!I>) for each <$\ E Y. 
Finally let m m(#) = f/1($), where J = Zcm(f($i),.f<gL,\ ,...,. fc’#,‘>). 
'fHEORER1 10. we have W(9)) g %,,, n where Q 2’,.1 ,,: zIC,, X “. n L?,~? 
is normal in W(v), the product is semidirect, and Z,,, is the cyclic group of order m 
acting on Q by permuting the elements in the direct product. 
Proof. With ki (i Y 0) as above and k,r =- 0, define 
li =- k, -1 k, -1 ... -1 ki (i -= 0, l,..., Y) 
and suppose I, =~ k. For i =- 1, 2,..., Y define the sets of integers B, bq 
B; z (12-I + I T li-1 + 2,..., ljf. Now, by 4.17, W’(v) is the subgroup of 
W(S, S) (S being the split component of S(P) corresponding to S(11/1)) 
which stabilizes J” iScM) . Further W(S, S) is a set of permutations of 
(I, 2,..., R} and, by 5.12, IV(q) permutes the sets Bi . Let Q be the group of 
permutations which fix each set B, . Then trivially Q :<I W(v), and clearly Q 
is normal in W(v). We determine which permutations of the Bi are in W(q). 
For ($> E 9, let B,,, =- B, if (C/J> :: ,<lcli) and B,$, = :I (the empty set) 
otherwise. Now if w E W(,),‘Q Eve have, by 5.12, ll,r(l) m-m B, (~ , 
(i I, 2,..., r) for some N FP, , where 7~’ is regarded as a permutation of’& 
B, . I,et f be the group of parallel translations of 77 and let r($) bc the 
subgroup of r defined b! 
U%) [T/E I’ 1 y ‘0, +, ’ for i 1, 2 ,..., 1.). 
The map w -+ a: above clearl!- defines a monomorphism H: m’(p)/Q -+ r, I’($). 
Sou if the class of N is in the image of 0 then we must have, for i : = 1, I,..., I’, 
/z(r,, #i>,) mu k(<#, ‘) in the notation of 6.1. Hence 01 is an /th power in I71 
where 1 I(#); conversely, if this is true, 5.12 shows that the class of (Y is in 
the image of 0. Hence Image(b) : (r/r(#))/ which is cyclic of order m f/l. 
The embedding of Z,, in W(p) as a complement of X2 is clear. 
Proof of Tlleorenz 9. $Ve eshibit a correspondence between the irreducible 
characters of W(rp) (and hence CW’(~)) and irreducible constituents of p*“‘“) 
such that the degree of the former equals the multiplicity of the latter. 
An irreducible character of Q corresponds to a sequence h (A, , A, ,..., A,.) 
of partitions such that 1 Ai ( _ ki . Let %!,,(,,j (cyclic of order nz(h)) be the 
stabilizer in Z,,, of A. Then h has m/m(A) conjugates under Z,,, and there arc 
m(A) distinct irreducible characters of JW(q) .h 1 u ic I contain h in their restriction 
to 9 (see 4.12). Each of these therefore has degree d(A) . rrr/m(h) where d(h) 
is the degree of A. 
On the other hand, by taking A(&) = Ai, the character h of Q maj- be 
considered as a character of G which is contained in (Jd)*G with multiplicit! 
d(A) (Theorem 4). Suppose we use the isomorphism 0 of the proof of Theorem 
10 to identify Z,,, with a factor group of the group generated by (T,$ (where 1 
is the I($) defined in 6.1). Then the characters p: Y + .P which are 
constituents of (/“)*” and are parallcl to X arc of the form IL (7,)‘Q, for 
j~{0, I,..., nl -- 1:. Hence there are m]m(X) constituents of (/h)*” which 
arc parallel to A since Zi,i(n) is the precise stabilizer in Z,,, of A. illoreover, 
these are precisely the Z,,,-conjugates of A regarded as a character of Q. 
\Yc have J” IJ.(,,) = cpl -+ q+ {- ‘t’ f pc where y+ -: p and e = (Q - I)/$ 
The total number of functions parallel to h is f/m(h) and so the number of 
components into which h splits on restriction to S(G) is (q ~~- I),lp(;\) = 
(q - 1) ~n(h):;f ~= e m(A). Rut (J’)“” Isccj =. c$S’“’ + .‘. f p;f;“‘“’ and, by 
4.17 and Theorem 2, the &s(“’ are disjoint. Hence P:“~(“’ contains 
e m(,\),‘e : : m(h) distinct components of A lscr;, , and if p is a component of 
(JY which is parallel to h then F”~‘“’ contains the same components of 
P h) , again by the dis.joint nature of the P:~(“‘. Consequently, each of 
these nz(X) components has multiplicity d(A) m/m(h) in 9”“‘“‘. 
In summary, corresponding to a class of Z,,,-conjugate sequences 
A : (A, , A, ,._., A,.) we have 
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(a) nz(h) irreducible components of q*s(G), each having multiplicit> 
d(h) wh(X). 
(1)) VI(X) irreducible characters of MT(~), each having degree d(h) m/m(h). 
Since all components of yang, and all irreducible characters of W(q), 
arc ohtained in this way, we have the required correspondence. ~ 
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